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After the initial concerns of low productivity – in a recent study
by McKinsey Global Institute, economists express that realizing
the benefits of more transformative innovations takes longer
time due to additional capital requirements in re-designing
workflows, complementary innovation as well as skill deficits of
the workforce.

After the early deployment phase of major technology
innovations such as IoT, Big Data Analytics, Robotics, AI and
Cloud Computing – industries will be prepared to derive 2%
productivity gain every year by unleashing full potential of
technological advancements and innovations that are set to
transform the business processes and operations from the
core. A lot also depends upon how best and how soon, the
policy makers and businesses arrive on decisions for
technology adoption and accept innovation as a norm to
promote sustained demand growth and economic prosperity.
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Are industries ushering in the era of the Mid-1990s

While a confluence of technological
advancements and innovations that are recasting
legacy systems in major sectors of the world
economy, construction industry by far had been
least digitized. However, to meet the rising
demand for smart infrastructure, host of digital
technologies such as BIM, 3D printing, wireless
sensors, automated and robotic equipment,
drones and GIS and are gradually transforming
the way infrastructure, real estate and other
built assets are designed, constructed, operated,
managed and maintained.

With more than 200,000 people moving to urban
areas every day, construction industry which
already accounts for 6% GDP of the world
economy, with the need for affordable housing
and healthy environment volume of construction
outputs will outweigh global GDP and the
industry will be valued at $15.5 trillion ((report
finding by PWC) by 2030, while India, China and
US will account for 57% of all global growth.
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Urban Development & Smart Cities

Global Urban Climate Challenge draws attention & Investment

A pilot initiative on global urban climate challenge will transfer financing for low carbon & climate
resilient sustainable city infrastructure – with integration of Smart-city technologies, Innovation and
Urban financing. It is joint initiative of Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate Energy representing over
9,000 cities from six continents & European Investment Bank in collaboration with global and local city
networks. This initiative will strengthen technical preparation & finance by municipal & local authorities,
utilities & partners – with a focus on cities in Central Asia, Latin America, European neighborhood,
Africa & EU accession countries. EIB had invested more than US$ 26 bn. between 2011 – 2017 in Urban
Development Projects.

A city with a future thinking sets an ultimate example for Storm Water 
Management System

With climate change, floods and storms are becoming more frequent and sudden – causing
havoc to urban infrastructure and land cover. After the 2011 rainfall that caused damages
estimated to be 5-6 billion (DKK), Copenhagen adapted its infrastructure planning by investing in
metro size tunnels capable to store 6.5 million cubic meters of storm water, as part of their
Cloud-Burst Management program – setting an example of long terms benefits & economy in
investing storm water management systems.

Copenhagen has already made formal agreement with Beijing & New York to exchange best
practices on climate adaptation systems. Another major investment in this system is by Dubai
municipality – with its milestone project which will be ready by 2020, it will demonstrate how
with right planning – both urban development goals and environment friendly, financially
sustainable goals can go hand in hand.

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) approves
financing package to provide safe,
sustainable, & inclusive drinking water service
to about 1.65 million people in three districts
of West Bengal state, India. The total project
cost is $349 million, for which ADB will
provide a loan of $240 million and grant of $3
million from the Japan Fund for Poverty
Reduction, financed by the Government of
Japan. The West Bengal government will
provide $106 million in funding. ADB will also
administer a $2 million grant from the Urban
Climate Change Resilience Trust Fund.



Infrastructure & Engineering

Thailand plans massive infrastructure projects to 
become next big innovation hub in Asia 

Under the new Eastern Economic Corridor – Thailand’s eastern
region is gearing to experience infrastructure upgrades of massive
scales. As part of Thailand 4.0, EEC project will have an investment of
$45 billion to transform its industries from manufacturing base to
high-tech innovation accelerators in robotics, aerospace and digital
economy. EEC plans to build country’s first high-speed rail network to
connect its three main airports, expansion of two deep sea ports with
an additional commercial port to make this region more accessible.
The project completion is spread over the next 10 years. EEC-i
(Innovation) & EEC -d (digital park) are also an integral part of this
project to make the region as Asia’s biggest innovation hub for
innovations to make its industries future-ready.

Africa - as the epic centre of 
infrastructure investments

UK investing £8 billion in business & 
infrastructure

Eleven countries in Africa will witness 
average of 6% GDP in the next five years 
with an estimated infra need of 
US$ 130 bn & US$ 170 bn (by African 
Development Bank) 

Three countries Egypt, South Africa and 
Morocco are still occupying top three 
positions in terms of investment 
attractiveness & infra opportunities, 
Ethiopia is going to witness fastest 
growth (8.2% in the next five yrs.) and 
Zimbabwe (in Southern Africa) is 
becoming most valuable economy. 

Drastic climate change and greenhouse gas emissions are threatening the very society that is creating these issues
in the first place. Infrastructure including Highways, water treatment facilities and the power grids are being
exposed to extreme weather conditions and other effects of a changing climate, for which they are neither
resilient nor adaptable. For sustainable infrastructure systems, we need to build them with adaptability in mind.
This is crucial because infrastructure systems act as our first defense against natural disasters including flooding,
heat, wildfires and hurricanes. Infrastructure systems cannot be built just on historical data nor on future
projections. They have to have the capacity to understand and adapt to present conditions and requirements.

Natural environment is changing faster than infrastructure and there are three primary reasons why our current
infrastructure is failing us in times of disasters: 1. The hazard exceeds design tolerances. |2. During these times
there is less extra capacity across the system. | 3. We often demand the most from our infrastructure during
extreme events, pushing systems at a time when there is little extra capacity.

Let us understand the primary threats to the infrastructure systems. These include increasing integration of
information and communication technologies, which raises the risk of cyberattacks. Other emerging technologies
impacting current systems include autonomous vehicles, drones, intermittent renewable energy and battery
storage. It all makes for an uncertain environment around us. Agility and flexibility should therefore be central to
our infrastructure design. Because there is now more uncertainty in our environment, resilience instead of risk
should be the focus in the future. Resilience means systems can withstand extreme weather events and come
back into operation quickly. Where conventional approaches emphasize robustness, resilience brings agility to the
fore.

For more information: https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/how-cities-are-upgrading-infrastructure-
prepare-climate-change-180970600/

Resilience based structures needed to withstand 
uncertainties

https://www.openaccessgovernment.org/uk-invest-africa/50385/
https://www.rmb.co.za/news/unlocking-african-growth-through-efficient-infrastructure-development
http://www.globalafricanetwork.com/2018/09/25/company-news/opportunities-for-stakeholders-in-zimbabwe-infrastructure-development-sector/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/how-cities-are-upgrading-infrastructure-prepare-climate-change-180970600/


Startling statistics these! 178 work-related accidents happen every 15 seconds and more than 2.78 million
people die as a result of work-related diseases or occupational accidents per year. In the United States alone,
annual costs associated with occupational injuries and illnesses total USD $170 billion. This calls for major
steps to control and prevent accidental injuries and fatalities. It is here that Artificial Intelligence [AI] &
Internet of Things [IOT] are playing a key role in ensuring worker safety in the construction sector.

The IoT excels at collecting data by means of connected sensors that help us understand our working
environments better. Connected sensors help in monitoring everything from factory equipment to the
location and well-being of human beings. Both internal and external factors can be tracked using sensors. IoT
data from wearables like helmets, jackets and watches can be combined with environmental sensors to
monitor both workers’ wellbeing and the state of their working environment. By tracking indicators of
physical fitness like heartbeat and skin temperature, sensors can also help employees who are starting to
show strain or other signs of potential problems.

Real-time IoT data when combined with advanced analytics, provides valuable insights that can help address
safety issues before they become problems. By developing IoT tools to connect workers, site supervisors
and the back office, we are enabling faster injury response, hazard reporting and near-miss investigation.

Use of technology at the jobsite includes not just project management software but also wearables, sensors,
robots and drones, which all contribute to overall jobsite safety. Almost 82% of contractors using wearables
report site safety improvements. GPS tracking is being widely used to monitor vehicle and equipment
health, coach safer driver behavior and limit distracted driving with more effective communication. GPS
tracking in-cab alerts with audible buzzer and a flashing light notify drivers of situations that require their
immediate attention.

Off-road, location-based analytics help streamline operations and can help identify unsafe areas, operating
times or practices. Site managers can now track if machines are congregating unsafely or operating at
unsafe hours. Data on speed, harsh cornering, harsh acceleration and seat belt usage can help control
dangerous driver behaviour.

Geofencing is another extremely important trend that has come to the fore. It allows for creation of zones
for a jobsite. This can ensure that construction equipment doesn’t enter the wrong barrier of the jobsite or
people don’t go to the wrong areas. Even certification criteria can be tied into those zones, so only people
with a certain certification or level of expertise are allowed to enter.

Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is being used to map worker movement and work
duration too. This enables supervisors to better plan project sequences to minimize wastage of time and
resources.Investment in telematics and IoT technology yields positive returns not just in safety, but also in
form of fuel savings, productivity and reduced equipment downtime.

For more information:

https://www.ibm.com/blogs/internet-of-things/iot-worker-insights-worker-safety-and-ai/

https://www.forconstructionpros.com/construction-technology/article/21010753/iot-technologies-add-to-
constructions-safety-toolbox

http://riskandinsurance.com/5-trends-in-construction-tech/

AI and IoT to assist in ensuring worker safety in the construction sector

http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/safety-and-health-at-work/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/safety-health-addvalue.html
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/internet-of-things/iot-worker-insights-worker-safety-and-ai/
https://www.forconstructionpros.com/construction-technology/article/21010753/iot-technologies-add-to-constructions-safety-toolbox
http://riskandinsurance.com/5-trends-in-construction-tech/


Energy

Location services are seeing unprecedented high demand as two-way communication between power
consumers and suppliers picks up pace. Network operators are looking at these services as integral to effective
system management.

Changing requirements from regulatory agencies, the rise of renewable energy sources, and smart
technologies that drive intelligent devices in the home or along the network are pushing organizations to have
a closer look at the technologies that support the management and operation of the network. At one end of

the energy spectrum are consumers who know in real time how much power they are using and at what cost,
and on the other end are the utility providers are looking at getting better management, pricing, and
forecasting tools for their networks. The changing energy dynamic is also blurring the distinction between
consumer and provider, enabling the customer to become an occasional supplier as local generation facilities
and the use of electric vehicle batteries for load-balancing storage becomes a reality. Manufacturing
businesses now have the option of switching on their generators, either to send power to their factories, or to
sell it to the grid.

GIS has a huge part to play in the evolution of the smart grid because network operators are now realizing that
their advanced asset management, network planning, engineering and other activities need reliable data on
the physical reality of the network and the environment, which their traditional data models or sources cannot
provide.

Location has always been a crucial consideration be it in calculating losses, balancing loads, or planning new
extensions. The changing scenario is only creating a demand for Geospatial Information solutions that have
location as a standard component, supporting new devices, software, and services throughout the system —

from the generation plant to the consumer's meter.

Despite understanding the importance of effective data management and role of GIS in creating smart grids,
very few utility companies today can claim smart grid readiness. Most of them have problems keeping their
data up-to-date, with around 25% reporting data over six months out-of-date, only 30% managing to update
data within ten days of work completion, and just 10% updating their GIS data within one day of work
completion. Perhaps most telling was that less than 70% reported having a complete model of their primary

network.

GIS tools can help create smart grid readiness by ensuring availability of reliable data not just about the
network but also about the entire energy consumption chain.

For more information:

http://www.cadalyst.com/gis/the-role-gis-smart-grid-14171

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gis4smartgrid-2018-20-22-november-amsterdam-smart-grid-
forums-887448071.html

GIS – The most crucial piece in the Smart grid development

http://www.cadalyst.com/gis/the-role-gis-smart-grid-14171
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gis4smartgrid-2018-20-22-november-amsterdam-smart-grid-forums-887448071.html


EU wants higher emission reduction targets 

Europe witnessed one of the worst and longest summers this year, and in the face of
heat waves and wild fires, caused by radical changes in the climate, it is obvious that
concerns on emission reductions will echo among the leadership in such high-level
forums of policy & decision makers. However, the previously set target of 40%
reduction is still not met out by the 28 members countries, so what ground will such
proposal hold to revise for higher reduction limits of 45%. The new laws will require
an energy efficiency and enforce renewables by setting up processes for constant
innovation and technology adoption for concrete steps on climate change.

PayG solar energy model to transform rural Africa

The PAYG model is a rising technology phenomenon in rural Africa that is being employed to bring solar
electricity and other services to people who have no access to it. It allows families in rural off-grid areas to
purchase a solar home system via an instalment credit. In the last three years, existing technologies such as
photovoltaic panels, energy efficient LED lamps, mobile money and GSM data transfer protocols have been
combined in new efficient and affordable Solar Home Systems. These systems provide light, mobile charging,
sometimes a radio, and in some cases also a TV.

Fee-For-Service (FFS) or Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) concepts for solar home and photovoltaic systems are being
adopted by large number of companies. Distributed Energy Service Companies (DESCOs) or Off-grid Energy
Companies (OECs), as they are called, primarily follow two business models - there are companies that do not
sell the system itself, but only the power generated by the systems. They also ensure the correct operation
and maintenance of the systems. This results usually in one-time installation costs as well as weekly / monthly
payments. On the other hand are companies selling the systems using PAYG-concepts. They follow rent to
own pricing model. Again, a purchase price usually has to be paid in the beginning and a customizable
monthly/weekly/daily fee is applied if the user wants to use the system.

In both the above cases, the system is blocked automatically if the weekly/monthly/daily fee is not provided
and cannot be used again until credit has been purchased. In the ownership model, at a given amount of
payments, the system unlocks automatically and for an unlimited time, therefore the user becomes owner of
the system and does not have to pay fees anymore. In general, the payment of the time-related deposits is
done using scratch cards or mobile payment services. As a result, transaction costs can be saved. These
DESCOs OECs are estimated to sell around 3 million solar home systems between 2015-2020.

What has contributed to the success of PayG model is the rapid adoption of mobile phones and remote

lockout technology (to lock the system in case the daily/monthly payment is not received). Companies active

in the off-grid solar market have received over $250 million since 2014, according to global clean energy

market research and communications firm Mercom Capital’s Solar Funding and M&A report. With almost a

billion people living off the grid globally, the market potential is estimated to be in billions of dollars, attracting

both national and international funding agencies as well as private equity players and venture capitalists.

For more information:

https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/pay-as-you-go-solar-model-brings-security-to-
small-kenyan-communities.html

https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/06/pay-as-you-go-solar-companies-spread-light-
across-africa.html

https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/09/africa-mobile-pay-go-solar-developer-beats-the-
odds-raises-22-5m-in-venture-capital.html

https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/pay-as-you-go-solar-model-brings-security-to-small-kenyan-communities.html
https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/06/pay-as-you-go-solar-companies-spread-light-across-africa.html
https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/09/africa-mobile-pay-go-solar-developer-beats-the-odds-raises-22-5m-in-venture-capital.html


Agriculture

IoT in agriculture is, today, a fast-evolving trend. The investment in technology in the field of agriculture has
reached a whopping $4.6 billion and that was in 2015! However, population figures continue to grow which has
the potential to affect resource availability at some stage. The global population is set to touch 9.6 billion by
2050. To keep pace with the growing population, agricultural output must increase by 60% by 2030.

According to a report by Cisco, there is an estimated $14.4 trillion in value at stake with the emergence of IoT
alone. The IoT is simplifying and streamlining the collection, inspection and overall distribution of agricultural
resources using sensors on equipment and materials. Sensors placed strategically around fields along with image
recognition technologies are allowing farmers to view their crops from anywhere in the world. These sensors
send farmers up to date information in real-time, so changes can be made accordingly to their crops. Sensors are
also being placed on agricultural equipment to track the health of the machine and more. Using the term
“precision agriculture”, tractors and other farming equipment are now being manufactured with navigation
systems and a variety of sensors that can help in compensating for uneven terrain using GPS, yield mapping and
harvest documentation. These sensors are reducing the amount of downtime machines experience.

Another interesting application of tech in agriculture is the usage of drones for crop monitoring and as a means
to combat drought and other harmful environmental factors. Drones that produce 3D imaging are being used to
predict soil quality through analysis and planning seed planting patterns. They are also being used to spray
chemicals on crops while being careful not to penetrate groundwater. A smart greenhouse that intelligently
monitors as well as controls the climate, eliminating the need for manual intervention is also a possibility using
IoT. Robotics in agriculture is yet another innovative way IoT is being integrated into farming. Use of robots helps
improve productivity and also results in higher and faster yields. Spraying and weeding robots reduce
agrochemical use by an incredible 90%.

RFID sensors can be used to track food from the field to the store, forming a complete trail from farm to the
table! This technology could help build trust between manufacturers and end consumers ensuring fresh produce
reaches the end consumer in the best possible manner. IoT leverages machine learning and advanced analytics
to mine data for trends. This can start way before the planting of the seed, with plant breeders. Machine learning
can predict which traits and genes will be best for crop production, giving farmers all over the world the best
breed for their location and climate. With IoT in agriculture, we will witness a new era of Agriculture 4.0 that will
transform the way agriculture is practiced around the world.

For more information:

https://www.forbes.com/sites/danielnewman/2018/05/14/top-six-digital-transformation-trends-in-
agriculture/#214f8234ed2e

https://www.oliverwyman.com/our-expertise/insights/2018/feb/agriculture-4-0--the-future-of-farming-
technology.html

https://www.iotforall.com/iot-applications-in-agriculture/

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-
databases/dem/monitor/sites/default/files/DTM_Agriculture%204.0%20IoT%20v1.pdf

IoT in agriculture helps maximize food production and minimize 
manpower costs

https://www.forbes.com/sites/danielnewman/2018/05/14/top-six-digital-transformation-trends-in-agriculture/
https://www.oliverwyman.com/our-expertise/insights/2018/feb/agriculture-4-0--the-future-of-farming-technology.html
https://www.iotforall.com/iot-applications-in-agriculture/
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/dem/monitor/sites/default/files/DTM_Agriculture%204.0%20IoT%20v1.pdf


Intelligent Transport and Logistics

The increasing availability and life-critical nature of big data is creating a significant shift in our reliance on data
to improve automotive safety and transportation infrastructure. When leveraged successfully, big data
provides more efficient allocation of both private and public resources and ultimately transforms mobility to
improve our quality of life.

Studies suggest that almost 90 percent of vehicle accidents are caused by human error and miscalculation. With
efficient data mining, this figure can see massive reduction by preventing accidents altogether. Availability of
real time data will help solve some of the biggest challenges in transportation management, from meeting
current and future levels of transportation demand, to minimizing disruptions in the transportation network.

Data and analytics provide key insights into traffic congestion and incidents across the road network. Using
historical and real-time data, cities and DOTs can identify recurring congestion hot spots and use that
information to address the most problematic areas and reap the greatest benefits.

By enabling access to information about real-time availability, pricing and parking restrictions, in-vehicle
systems and mobile apps can help drivers determine the best place to park, intelligently routing them to an
open spot. Not only does this ease driver parking pains, it also enables city planners to develop smarter, more
responsive infrastructure.

With new age mobility solutions like drones, UAV’s, Autonomous vehicles and more, the transportation systems
across the world are facing unique challenges. To create safer roads and skies too, efficient data mining would
play a big role. Transportation systems around the world will be major beneficiaries of data analytics usage.
With big data optimally utilized, our cities will be safer and transportation more reliable.

For more information:

https://www.allerin.com/blog/this-is-how-deep-learning-can-transform-the-transportation-sector

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://blog.seagate.com/intelligent/implementatio
n-life-critical-data-transportation-sector

Hyundai Motor Partners with Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Startup ‘Top Flight’ to Take Future Mobility to New
Heights

Future of mobility driven by deep learning and data analytics

Enormous Data and Machine Learning are beginning to fuel the transportation 
infrastructure of the cities - yet to unlock full potential

Data from sensors and other devices with a blend of spatial analytics and 
positioning technology real-time mapping for smother and smarter inner-city 
travel, however there are huge untapped capabilities that are to become integral 
part of discussions on public mobility & logistics. By 2025, on an average people 
will interact with connected devices 4,800 times a day, anywhere in the world 
(Data Age 2025 white paper), data driven intelligent transport systems are 
delivering tangible value, but the mobility in the cities and the logistics require 
proper planning with multi-stakeholder collaborations and multi-model planning. 
A few cases in example are good beginning…still miles that have to be moved. 

https://www.allerin.com/blog/this-is-how-deep-learning-can-transform-the-transportation-sector
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://blog.seagate.com/intelligent/implementation-life-critical-data-transportation-sector/&ved=2ahUKEwjO8t6JqPLeAhWKtI8KHWCGBrQ4ChAWMAl6BAgGEAE&usg=AOvVaw3LHqk_yTn-TpMA9bpO9Jkv
file:///E:/Current%20working%20...%207th%20October%202018/Hyundai%20Motor%20Partners%20with%20Unmanned%20Aerial%20Vehicle%20Startup%20%E2%80%98Top%20Flight%E2%80%99%20to%20Take%20Future%20Mobility%20to%20New%20Heights


Telecommunications

The Union cabinet in India has approved new telecom policy that aims to provide broadband services in all
uncovered areas including at the grass-root governance levels with an investment of US$ 100 billion in the
Digital Communication sector by 2022.

The policy objectives include providing universal broadband connectivity at 50 Mbps to every citizen, 10 Gbps
connectivity to all gram panchayats by 2022, training one million manpower for building new age skills,
expanding IoT ecosystem to five billion connected devices and establishing a comprehensive data protection
regime for digital communications to safeguard privacy and autonomy of individuals. This move will positively
impact in achieving transparent governance, automation and digitization in small-medium sectors that lack
necessary connectivity for technology adoption in remote areas. This also opens opportunities for the
businesses to build necessary infrastructure & integrate technology solutions in industries that still rely on legacy
systems.

Indian Cabinet stamps $100-billion investment goal in e-communication

Augmented reality (AR) in contrast to many other versions of “reality’ related technologies holds the potential
to cause massive disruptions to many industries as well as create new ones. In the business-to-business (B2B)
applications, Telecom industry could play a pivotal role in underpinning the critical elements of the AR
ecosystem to help it transition from its current experimental state to the mass market. The primary reason is
that AR, unlike Virtual Reality (VR), aims at amplifying the experience of the real world by combining digital
information and media, which can be used across much wider spectrum of applications and use cases,
exponentially increasing its likely impact.

But, as we all know, the real-world experience involves multiple changing scenarios and variables, and is
compounded further by the unpredictability of user behaviors. This makes AR, in a full potential mode,
extremely data intensive, requiring massive amounts of data processing being computed via complex algorithms.
And all that in real time. Despite the significant advancement in computing technologies in recent years, we are
still a long way away from the level of real time data transactions – volume, speed, security – required for AR to
reach its full potential. Problems such as network outages, hacking, and users complaining about phone battery
life issues are serious bottlenecks that threaten to limit the widespread development and adoption of AR
technology.

But who is in a better position to address these challenges than the telecom industry? Only it can create the
advanced network infrastructure and the platform-based ecosystem to enable complex data processing, storage
and transport that advanced AR applications will require. ICT service providers that recognize this opportunity
early will also capture larger share of the financial benefits.

For more information:

https://www.zdnet.com/pictures/11-upcoming-ar-trends-that-will-redefine-the-technology/11/
https://www.itproportal.com/features/augmented-and-virtual-reality-business-trends-you-need-to-know/
https://www.allerin.com/blog/augmented-reality-trends-in-2018

Telecom in underpinning AR Ecosystem from experimental state to mass market 

http://www.tatacommunications.com/blog/2016/05/driving-next-gen-telecom-transformation/
https://www.zdnet.com/pictures/11-upcoming-ar-trends-that-will-redefine-the-technology/11/
https://www.itproportal.com/features/augmented-and-virtual-reality-business-trends-you-need-to-know/
https://www.allerin.com/blog/augmented-reality-trends-in-2018

